
Nrma Strdent lll Saolc

I. Rcctrnguhr wrvcguidc. Consider the rcctangular *aveguide as shown. The guided
axis is along the x{irection, with height (z{ir€ction) lcm and widh (ydirEction) 2 cm.
The volume inside is vacuum and the walls are perfect conductors, A wave prcpagales
down ihe guide at angular frequency (!).

.. (sJrts) Write the U$ndary conditions, if any, on E , E, E,, B., B, and B, ar rhe walls.
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d. (5 pts) Ifthe volume inside $c guide were fillcd with tossless plastic ofrelative
dielectric constant €,_= 2. how wojtld.the cutoffftequency change? -T-- r ,/ etoc ( TY
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c. (5 pis) The possible modes ofpropagation down the guide separate naturally rnro rwo
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Ngme Studetrt lI) Scorc

Il. Coaxirl wrveguide. A coaxial waveguide consists ofcylindrical inner and outer
perfect conductors ofdiameter a and, (see figure). The volume between conductors is
vacuum. A TEM wave ofangular frequency or propagates down the guide. The amplitude
ofthe voltage across the conductors is V6, the amplitude ofthe curreni down one ofthe
conductors is In.

.. (5 prs) Wlat's lhe TEM cutoff lrequency ofthe guide? Explain.
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bl5 pts) For q field pgint shown at Edius r, find E in terms ofVo and B in terms of le.
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c. (5 prs) FiDd the ''characteristic impedance" (Vo,{o) ofthe guide. Hint: recall fiom
bomework the'vave impedance; (EllHr) of the gr.ride is J4.lr. .
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tl, (5 pts) What value ofresistor should you place across inner and outer conductors at
the end ofthe guide to ensure there's no reflection from the end?
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c, (5 pts) What's the time-average power delivered by the guide?
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2. (25 pts total) Coaxial Waveguide

A coaxial waveguide consists of cylindrical inner and outer perfect conductors of diameters a and
b (see figure). The volume between conductors is vacuum. A TEM wave of angular frequency
! propagates down the guide. The amplitude of the voltage across the conductors is V0, the
amplitude of the curreni down one of the conductors is I0.

(a) (7 pts) What is the TEM cuto↵ frequency of the guide? Explain.
(b) (6 pts) For a field point shown at radius r, find E in terms of V0 and B in terms of I0.
(c) (6 pts) Find the “characteristic impedance” (V0/I0) of the guide.
(d) (6 pts) What is the time-averaged power delivered by the guide?

3. Dispersive Gaseous Medium

A dilute gaseous medium is found to exhibit a single optical resonance at frequency !0 = 2⇡⇥1014

Hz. The electric field of a plane wave at frequency !0 propagating through this medium is at-
tenuated by a factor of two over a distance of 10 meters. The frequency width of the absorption
resonance is �!.
(a) What is the absorption coe�cient ↵ on resonance?
(b) Arrange in ascending order the propagation velocities at frequencies !0, !0 + �!/10, and
!0 ��!/10. Show your reasoning.
(c) If there were no other resonances in the medium, what are the approximate numerical values
of the index of refraction and the propagation velocity on resonance?
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